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Discriminative Relational Topic Models
Ning Chen, Jun Zhu, Member, IEEE, Fei Xia, and Bo Zhang
Abstract—Many scientific and engineering fields involve analyzing network data. For document networks, relational topic models
(RTMs) provide a probabilistic generative process to describe both the link structure and document contents, and they have
shown promise on predicting network structures and discovering latent topic representations. However, existing RTMs have
limitations in both the restricted model expressiveness and incapability of dealing with imbalanced network data. To expand the
scope and improve the inference accuracy of RTMs, this paper presents three extensions: 1) unlike the common link likelihood
with a diagonal weight matrix that allows the-same-topic interactions only, we generalize it to use a full weight matrix that captures
all pairwise topic interactions and is applicable to asymmetric networks; 2) instead of doing standard Bayesian inference, we
perform regularized Bayesian inference (RegBayes) with a regularization parameter to deal with the imbalanced link structure
issue in common real networks and improve the discriminative ability of learned latent representations; and 3) instead of doing
variational approximation with strict mean-field assumptions, we present collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithms for the generalized
relational topic models by exploring data augmentation without making restricting assumptions. Under the generic RegBayes
framework, we carefully investigate two popular discriminative loss functions, namely, the logistic log-loss and the max-margin
hinge loss. Experimental results on several real network datasets demonstrate the significance of these extensions on improving
the prediction performance, and the time efficiency can be dramatically improved with a simple fast approximation method.
Index Terms—statistical network analysis, relational topic models, data augmentation, regularized Bayesian inference
✦
1 INTRODUCTION
MANY scientific and engineering fields involveanalyzing large collections of data that can be
well described by networks, where vertices represent
entities and edges represent relationships or interac-
tions between entities; and to name a few, such data
include online social networks, communication net-
works, protein interaction networks, academic paper
citation and coauthorship networks, etc. As the avail-
ability and scope of network data increase, statistical
network analysis (SNA) has attracted a considerable
amount of attention (see [17] for a comprehensive
survey). Among the many tasks studied in SNA, link
prediction [25], [4] is a most fundamental one that
attempts to estimate the link structure of networks
based on partially observed links and/or entity at-
tributes (if exist). Link prediction could provide useful
predictive models for suggesting friends to social
network users or citations to scientific articles.
Many link prediction methods have been proposed,
including the early work on designing good similarity
measures [25] that are used to rank unobserved links
and those on learning supervised classifiers with well-
conceived features [19], [26]. Though specific domain
knowledge can be used to design effective feature rep-
resentations, feature engineering is generally a labor-
intensive process. In order to expand the scope and
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ease of applicability of machine learning methods, fast
growing interests have been spent on learning feature
representations from data [6]. Along this line, recent
research on link prediction has focused on learning
latent variable models, including both parametric [20],
[21], [2] and nonparametric Bayesian methods [31],
[41]. Though these methods could model the network
structures well, little attention has been paid to ac-
count for observed attributes of the entities, such as
the text contents of papers in a citation network or the
contents of web pages in a hyperlinked network. One
work that accounts for both text contents and network
structures is the relational topic models (RTMs) [8], an
extension of latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [7] to
predicting link structures among documents as well
as discovering their latent topic structures.
Though powerful, existing RTMs have some as-
sumptions that could limit their applicability and
inference accuracy. First, RTMs define a symmetric
link likelihood model with a diagonal weight matrix
that allows the-same-topic interactions only, and the
symmetric nature could also make RTMs unsuitable
for asymmetric networks. Second, by performing stan-
dard Bayesian inference under a generative modeling
process, RTMs do not explicitly deal with the common
imbalance issue in real networks, which normally
have only a few observed links while most entity pairs
do not have links, and the learned topic represen-
tations could be weak at predicting link structures.
Finally, RTMs and other variants [27] apply varia-
tional methods to estimate model parameters with
mean-field assumptions [24], which are normally too
restrictive to be realistic in practice.
To address the above limitations, this paper
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presents discriminative relational topic models, which
consist of three extensions to improving RTMs:
1) we relax the symmetric assumption and define
the generalized relational topic models (gRTMs)
with a full weight matrix that allows all pairwise
topic interactions and is more suitable for asym-
metric networks;
2) we perform regularized Bayesian inference (Reg-
Bayes) [43] that introduces a regularization pa-
rameter to deal with the imbalance problem in
common real networks;
3) we present a collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithm
for gRTMs by exploring the classical ideas of data
augmentation [11], [40], [14].
Our methods are quite generic, in the sense that we
can use various loss functions to learn discriminative
latent representations. In this paper, we particularly
focus on two types of popular loss functions, namely,
logistic log-loss and max-margin hinge loss. For the
max-margin loss, the resulting max-margin RTMs are
themselves new contributions to the field of statistical
network analysis.
For posterior inference, we present efficient Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods for both types
of loss functions by introducing auxiliary variables.
Specifically, for the logistic log-loss, we introduce
a set of Polya-Gamma random variables [34], one
per training link, to derive an exact mixture rep-
resentation of the logistic link likelihood; while for
the max-margin hinge loss, we introduce a set of
generalized inverse Gaussian variables [12] to de-
rive a mixture representation of the corresponding
unnormalized pseudo-likelihood. Then, we integrate
out the intermediate Dirichlet variables and derive
the local conditional distributions for collapsed Gibbs
sampling analytically. These “augment-and-collapse”
algorithms are simple and efficient. More importantly,
they do not make any restricting assumptions on the
desired posterior distribution. Experimental results on
several real networks demonstrate that these exten-
sions are important and can significantly improve the
performance.
The rest paper is structured as follows. Section 2
summarizes the related work. Section 3 presents the
generalized RTMs with both the log-loss and hinge
loss. Section 4 presents the “augment-and-collapse”
Gibbs sampling algorithms for both types of loss func-
tions. Section 5 presents experimental results. Finally,
Section 6 concludes with future directions discussed.
2 RELATED WORK
Probabilistic latent variable models, e.g., latent Dirich-
let allocation (LDA) [7], have been widely developed
for modeling link relationships between documents,
as they share nice properties on dealing with miss-
ing attributes as well as discovering representative
latent structures. For instance, RTMs [8] capture both
text contents and network relations for document
link prediction; Topic-Link LDA [27] performs topic
modeling and author community discovery in one
unified framework; Link-PLSA-LDA [32] combines
probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) [23] and
LDA into a single framework to explicitly model
the topical relationship between documents; Others
include Pairwise-Link-LDA [33], Copycat and Citation
Influence models [13], Latent Topic Hypertext Models
(LTHM) [1], Block-LDA models [5], etc. One shared
goal of the aforementioned models is link prediction.
For static networks, our focus in this paper, this
problem is usually formulated as inferring the missing
links given the other observed ones. However, very
few work explicitly imposes discriminative training,
and many models suffer from the common imbalance
issue in sparse networks (e.g., the number of unob-
served links is much larger than that of the observed
ones). In this paper, we build our approaches by
exploring the nice framework of regularized Bayesian
inference (RegBayes) [44], under which one could
easily introduce posterior regularization and do dis-
criminative training in a cost sensitive manner.
Another under-addressed problem in most prob-
abilistic topic models for link prediction [8], [27] is
the intractability of posterior inference due to the
non-conjugacy between the prior and link likelihood
(e.g., logistic likelihood). Existing approaches using
variational inference with mean field assumption are
often too restrictive in practice. Recently, [34] and [35]
show that by making use of the ideas of data aug-
mentation, the intractable likelihood (either a logistic
likelihood or the one induced from a hinge loss) could
be expressed as a marginal of a higher-dimensional
distribution with augmented variables that leads to a
scale mixture of Gaussian components. These strate-
gies have been successfully explored to develop effi-
cient Gibbs samplers for supervised topic models [45],
[42]. This paper further explores data augmentation
techniques to do collapsed Gibbs sampling for our
discriminative relational topic models. Please note
that our methods could also be applied to many of
the aforementioned relational latent variable models.
Finally, this paper is a systematical generalization of
the conference paper [9].
3 GENERALIZED RTMS
We consider document networks with binary link
structures. Let D = {(wi,wj , yij)}(i,j)∈I be a labeled
training set, where wi = {win}Nin=1 denote the words
within document i and the response variable yij takes
values from the binary output space Y = {0, 1}. A
relational topic model (RTM) consists of two parts
— an LDA model [7] for describing the words W =
{wi}Di=1 and a classifier for considering link structures
y = {yij}(i,j)∈I . Let K be the number of topics and
each topic Φk is a multinomial distribution over a V -
word vocabulary. For Bayesian RTMs, the topics are
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TABLE 1
Learned diagonal weight matrix of 10-topic RTM and representative words corresponding with topics.
36.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
−74.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
34.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
44.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
42.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
41.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
−61.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
29.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
41.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
38.6
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
−57.1
−38.4
−19.6
−0.9
17.9
36.6 learning, bound, PAC, hypothesis, algorithm
numerical, solutions, extensions, approach, remark
mixtures, experts, EM, Bayesian, probabilistic
features, selection, case-based, networks, model
planning, learning, acting, reinforcement, dynamic
genetic, algorithm, evolving, evolutionary, learning
plateau, feature, performance, sparse, networks
modulo, schedule, parallelism, control, processor
neural, cortical, networks, learning, feedforward
markov, models, monte, carlo, Gibbs, sampler
TABLE 2
Learned weight matrix of 10-topic gRTM and representative words corresponding with topics.
30.0
−5.6
−6.9
2.9
−8.1
−8.9
−8.5
−10.5
−7.7
−11.2
−4.5
21.6
−4.8
3.0
−5.0
−1.9
−9.7
−11.7
−5.7
−7.0
−6.2
−3.4
31.0
5.3
−6.6
−8.4
−9.8
−9.4
−7.7
−8.7
3.0
1.8
5.9
16.7
2.4
7.4
14.1
5.8
−0.3
2.7
−8.1
−3.6
−7.4
3.6
23.1
−8.5
−4.4
−6.9
−6.9
−9.1
−9.9
−0.5
−8.1
6.9
−8.3
29.6
−10.5
−10.3
−5.1
−7.9
−8.6
−10.5
−9.4
13.0
−3.4
−11.3
22.3
−7.1
−11.5
−12.1
−10.8
−10.6
−9.9
5.3
−7.6
−10.0
−6.9
24.7
−7.1
−8.8
−7.4
−5.3
−8.8
1.3
−7.2
−6.4
−10.6
−8.0
28.3
−8.3
−10.6
−9.2
−7.9
3.7
−8.8
−8.2
−11.5
−7.9
−7.6
30.0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
−5.9
0.9
7.7
14.6
21.4
28.3 genetic, evolving, algorithm, coding, programming
logic, grammars, FOIL, EBG, knowledge, clauses
reinforcement, learning, planning, act, exploration
mixtures, EM, Bayesian, networks, learning, genetic
images, visual, scenes, mixtures, networks, learning
decision-tree, rules, induction, learning, features
wake-sleep, learning, networks, cortical, inhibition
monte, carlo, hastings, markov, chain, sampler
case-based, reasoning, CBR, event-based, cases
markov, learning, bayesian, networks, distributions
samples drawn from a prior, e.g., Φk ∼ Dir(β), a
Dirichlet distribution. The generating process can be
described as
1) For each document i = 1, 2, . . . , D:
a) draw a topic mixing proportion θi ∼ Dir(α)
b) for each word n = 1, 2, . . . , Ni:
i) draw a topic assignment zin ∼ Mult(θi)
ii) draw the observed word win ∼ Mult(Φzin)
2) For each pair of documents (i, j) ∈ I:
a) draw a link indicator yij ∼ p(.|zi, zj ,η), where
zi = {zin}Nin=1.
We have used Mult(·) to denote a multinomial dis-
tribution; and used Φzin to denote the topic selected
by the non-zero entry of zin, a K-dimensional binary
vector with only one entry equaling to 1.
Previous work has defined the link likelihood as
p(yij = 1|zi, zj ,η) = σ
(
η⊤(z¯i ◦ z¯j)
)
, (1)
where z¯i =
1
Ni
∑Ni
n=1 zin is the average topic assign-
ments of document i; σ is the sigmoid function; and ◦
denotes elementwise product. In [8], other choices of
σ such as the exponential function and the cumulative
distribution function of the normal distribution were
also used, as long as it is a monotonically increasing
function with respect to the weighted inner product
between z¯i and z¯j . Here, we focus on the commonly
used logistic likelihood model [31], [27], as no one has
shown consistently superior performance than others.
3.1 The Full RTM Model
Since η⊤(z¯i ◦ z¯j) = z¯⊤i diag(η)z¯j , the standard RTM
learns a diagonal weight matrix which only captures
the-same-topic interactions (i.e., there is a non-zero
contribution to the link likelihood only when docu-
ments i and j have the same topic). One example
of the fitted diagonal matrix on the Cora citation
network [8] is shown in Table 1, where each row
corresponds to a topic and we show the represen-
tative words for the topic at the right hand side.
Due to the positiveness of the latent features (i.e.,
z¯i) and the competition between the diagonal entries,
some of ηk will have positive values while some are
negative. The negative interactions may conflict our
intuitions of understanding a citation network, where
we would expect that papers with the same topics
tend to have citation links. Furthermore, by using a
diagonal weight matrix, the model is symmetric, i.e.,
the probability of a link from document i to j is the
same as the probability of a link from j to i. The
symmetry property does not hold for many networks,
e.g., citation networks.
To make RTMs more expressive and applicable to
asymmetric networks, the first simple extension is to
define the link likelihood as
p(yij = 1|zi, zj , U) = σ
(
z¯⊤i U z¯j
)
, (2)
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using a full K × K weight matrix U . Using the
algorithm to be presented, an example of the learned
U matrix on the same Cora citation network is shown
in Table 2. We can see that by allowing all pairwise
topic interactions, all the diagonal entries are positive,
while most off-diagonal entries are negative. This is
consistent with our intuition that documents with
the same topics tend to have citation links, while
documents with different topics are less likely to
have citation links. We also note that there are some
documents with generic topics (e.g., topic 4) that have
positive link interactions with almost all others.
3.2 Regularized Bayesian Inference
Given D, we let Z = {zi}Di=1 and Θ = {θi}Di=1 denote
all the topic assignments and mixing proportions
respectively. To fit RTM models, maximum likelihood
estimation (MLE) has been used with an EM algo-
rithm [8]. We consider Bayesian inference [21], [31] to
get the posterior distribution
p(Θ,Z,Φ, U |D) ∝ p0(Θ,Z,Φ, U)p(D|Z,Φ, U),
where p(D|Z,Φ, U) = p(W|Z,Φ)p(y|Z, U) is the like-
lihood of the observed data and p0(Θ,Z,Φ, U) =
p0(U)[
∏
i p(θi|α)
∏
n p(zin|θi)]
∏
k p(Φk|β) is the prior
distribution defined by the model. One common issue
with this estimation is that real networks are highly
imbalanced—the number of positive links is much
smaller than the number of negative links. For ex-
ample, less than 0.1% document pairs in the Cora
network have positive links.
To deal with this imbalance issue, we propose to do
regularized Bayesian inference (RegBayes) [43] which
offers an extra freedom to handle the imbalance issue
in a cost-sensitive manner. Specifically, we define a
Gibbs classifier for binary links as follows.
1) A Latent Predictor: If the weight matrix U and
topic assignments Z are given, we build a classi-
fier using the likelihood (2) and the latent predic-
tion rule is
yˆij |zi,zj ,U = I(z¯⊤i U z¯j > 0), (3)
where I(·) is an indicator function that equals to 1
if predicate holds otherwise 0. Then, the training
error of this latent prediction rule is
Err(U,Z) =
∑
(i,j)∈I
I(yij 6= yˆij |zi, zj , U).
Since directly optimizing the training error is
hard, a convex surrogate loss is commonly used
in machine learning. Here, we consider two pop-
ular examples, namely, the logistic log-loss and
the hinge loss
R1(U,Z) = −
∑
(i,j)∈I
log p(yij |zi, zj , U),
R2(U,Z) =
∑
(i,j)∈I
max
(
0, ℓ− y˜ijz⊤i Uzj
)
,
where ℓ(≥ 1) is a cost parameter that penalizes a
wrong prediction and y˜ij = 2yij − 1 is a transfor-
mation of the 0/1 binary links to be −1/ + 1 for
notation convenience.
2) Expected Loss: Since both U and Z are hidden
variables, we infer a posterior distribution q(U,Z)
that has the minimal expected loss
R1(q(U,Z)) = Eq [R1(U,Z)] (4)
R2(q(U,Z)) = Eq [R2(U,Z)] . (5)
Remark 1: Note that both loss functions R1(U,Z)
and R2(U,Z) are convex over the parameters U when
the latent topics Z are fixed. The hinge loss is an upper
bound of the training error, while the log-loss is not.
Many comparisons have been done in the context of
classification [36]. Our results will provide a careful
comparison of these two loss functions in the context
of relational topic models.
Remark 2: Both R1(q(U,Z)) and R2(q(U,Z)) are
good surrogate loss for the expected link prediction
error
Err(q(U,Z)) = Eq [Err(U,Z)] ,
of a Gibbs classifier that randomly draws a model U
from the posterior distribution q and makes predic-
tions [28][16]. The expected hinge loss R2(q(U,Z)) is
also an upper bound of Err(q(U,Z)).
With the above Gibbs classifiers, we define the
generalized relational topic models (gRTM) as solving
the regularized Bayesian inference problem
min
q(U,Θ,Z,Φ)∈P
L(q(U,Θ,Z,Φ)) + cR(q(U,Z)) (6)
where L(q) = KL(q(U,Θ,Z,Φ)||p0(U,Θ,Z,Φ)) −
Eq[log p(W|Z,Φ)] is an information theoretical objec-
tive; c is a positive regularization parameter control-
ling the influence from link structures; and P is the
space of normalized distributions. In fact, minimizing
the single term of L(q) results in the posterior distri-
bution of the vanilla LDA without considering link
information. For the second term, we have used R to
denote a generic loss function, which can be either the
log-loss R1 or the hinge-loss R2 in this paper. Note
that the Gibbs classifiers and the LDA likelihood are
coupled by sharing the latent topic assignments Z,
and the strong coupling makes it possible to learn a
posterior distribution that can describe the observed
words well and make accurate predictions.
To better understand the above formulation, we de-
fine the un-normalized pseudo-likelihood1 for links:
ψ1(yij |zi, zj , U) = pc(yij |zi, zj , U) = e
cyijωij
(1 + eωij )c
, (7)
ψ2(yij |zi, zj , U) = exp (−2cmax(0, 1− yijωij)) , (8)
1. Pseudo-likelihood has been used as an approximate maximum
likelihood estimation procedure [39]. Here, we use it to denote an
unnormalized likelihood of empirical data.
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where ωij = z¯
⊤
i U z¯j is the discriminant function value.
The pseudo-likelihood ψ1 is un-normalized if c 6= 1.
Then, the inference problem (6) can be written as
min
q(U,Θ,Z,Φ)∈P
L(q(U,Θ,Z,Φ))− Eq [logψ(y|Z, U)] (9)
where ψ(y|Z, U) = ∏(i,j)∈I ψ1(yij |zi, zj , U) if using
log-loss and ψ(y|Z, U) = ∏(i,j)∈I ψ2(yij |zi, zj , U) if
using hinge loss.
We can show that the optimum solution of problem
(6) or the equivalent problem (9) is the posterior
distribution with link information
q(U,Θ,Z,Φ) =
p0(U,Θ,Z,Φ)p(W|Z,Φ)ψ(y|Z, U)
φ(y,W)
.
where φ(y,W) is the normalization constant to make
q as a normalized distribution.
Therefore, by solving problem (6) or (9) we are
in fact doing Bayesian inference with a generalized
pseudo-likelihood, which is a powered version of the
likelihood (2) in the case of using the log-loss. The
flexibility of using regularization parameters can play
a significant role in dealing with imbalanced network
data as we shall see in the experiments. For example,
we can use a larger c value for the sparse positive
links, while using a smaller c for the dense negative
links. This simple strategy has been shown effective in
learning classifiers [3] and link prediction models [41]
with highly imbalanced data. Finally, for the logistic
log-loss an ad hoc generative story can be described
as in RTMs, where c can be understood as the pseudo-
count of a link.
4 AUGMENT AND COLLAPSE SAMPLING
For gRTMs with either the log-loss or the hinge
loss, exact posterior inference is intractable due to
the non-conjugacy between the prior and pseudo-
likelihood. Previous inference methods for the
standard RTMs use variational techniques with
mean-field assumptions. For example, a varia-
tional EM algorithm was developed in [8] with
the factorization assumption that q(U,Θ,Z,Φ) =
q(U)
[∏
i q(θi)
∏
n q(zin)
]∏
k q(Φk) which can be too
restrictive to be realistic in practice. In this section,
we present simple and efficient Gibbs sampling algo-
rithms without any restricting assumptions on q. Our
“augment-and-collapse” sampling algorithm relies on
a data augmentation reformulation of the RegBayes
problem (9).
Before a full exposition of the algorithms, we sum-
marize the high-level ideas. For the pseudo-likelihood
ψ(y|Z, U), it is not easy to derive a sampling algo-
rithm directly. Instead, we develop our algorithms by
introducing auxiliary variables, which lead to a scale
mixture of Gaussian components and analytic condi-
tional distributions for Bayesian inference without an
accept/reject ratio. Below, we present the algorithms
for the log-loss and hinge loss in turn.
4.1 Sampling Algorithm for the Log-Loss
For the case with the log-loss, our algorithm repre-
sents an extension of Polson et al.’s approach [34]
to deal with the highly non-trivial Bayesian latent
variable models for relational data analysis.
4.1.1 Formulation with Data Augmentation
Let us first introduce the Polya-Gamma variables [34].
Definition 3: A random variable X has a Polya-
Gamma distribution, denoted by X∼PG(a, b), if
X =
1
2π2
∞∑
m=1
gm
(m− 1/2)2 + b2/(4π2) ,
where (a > 0, b ∈ R) are parameters and each gm ∼
G(a, 1) is an independent Gamma random variable.
Then, using the ideas of data augmentation [34], we
have the following results
Lemma 4: The pseudo-likelihood can be expressed
as
ψ1(yij |zi, zj , U) = 1
2c
e(κijωij)
∫ ∞
0
e(−
λijω
2
ij
2 )p(λij |c, 0)dλij ,
where κij = c(yij − 1/2) and λij is a Polya-Gamma
variable with parameters a = c and b = 0.
Lemma 4 indicates that the posterior distribution
of the generalized Bayesian logistic relational topic
models, i.e., q(U,Θ,Z,Φ), can be expressed as the
marginal of a higher dimensional distribution that
includes the augmented variables λ. The complete
posterior distribution is
q(U,λ,Θ,Z,Φ) =
p0(U,Θ,Z,Φ)p(W|Z,Φ)ψ(y,λ|Z, U)
φ(y,W)
,
where ψ(y,λ|Z, U) = ∏(i,j)∈I exp (κijωij −
λijω
2
ij
2
)
p(λij |c, 0) is the joint pseudo-distribution2
of y and λ.
4.1.2 Inference with Collapsed Gibbs Sampling
Although we can do Gibbs sampling to infer the com-
plete posterior q(U,λ,Θ,Z,Φ) and thus q(U,Θ,Z,Φ)
by ignoring λ, the mixing rate would be slow due
to the large sample space. An effective way to re-
duce the sample space and improve mixing rates is
to integrate out the intermediate Dirichlet variables
(Θ,Φ) and build a Markov chain whose equilibrium
distribution is the collapsed distribution q(U,λ,Z).
Such a collapsed Gibbs sampling procedure has been
successfully used in LDA [18]. For gRTMs, the col-
lapsed posterior distribution is
q(U,λ,Z) ∝ p0(U)p(W,Z|α,β)ψ(y,λ|Z, U)
= p0(U)
K∏
k=1
δ(Ck + β)
δ(β)
D∏
i=1
δ(Ci +α)
δ(α)
×
∏
(i,j)∈I
exp
(
κijωij −
λijω
2
ij
2
)
p(λij |c, 0),
2. Not normalized appropriately.
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where δ(x) =
∏dim(x)
i=1 Γ(xi)
Γ(
∑dim(x)
i=1 xi)
, Ctk is the number of times
the term t being assigned to topic k over the whole
corpus and Ck = {Ctk}Vt=1; Cki is the number of times
that terms are associated with topic k within the i-th
document and Ci = {Cki }Kk=1. Then, the conditional
distributions used in collapsed Gibbs sampling are as
follows.
For U : for notation clarity, we define z¯ij = vec(z¯iz¯
⊤
j )
and η = vec(U), where vec(A) is a vector concate-
nating the row vectors of matrix A. Then, we have
the discriminant function value ωij = η
⊤z¯ij . For the
commonly used isotropic Gaussian prior p0(U) =∏
kk′ N (Ukk′ ; 0, ν2), i.e., p0(η) =
∏K2
m N (ηm; 0, ν2), we
have
q(η|Z,λ) ∝ p0(η)
∏
(i,j)∈I
exp
(
κijη
⊤z¯ij − λij(η
⊤z¯ij)
2
2
)
= N (η;µ,Σ), (10)
where Σ =
(
1
ν2
I +
∑
(i,j)∈I λij z¯ij z¯
⊤
ij
)−1
and µ =
Σ
(∑
(i,j)∈I κij z¯ij
)
. Therefore, we can easily draw a
sample from a K2-dimensional multivariate Gaussian
distribution. The inverse can be robustly done using
Cholesky decomposition. Since K is normally not
large, the inversion is relatively efficient, especially
when the number of documents is large. We will
provide empirical analysis in the experiment section.
Note that for large K this step can be a practical
limitation. But fortunately, there are good parallel
algorithms for Cholesky decomposition [15], which
can be used for applications with large K values.
For Z: the conditional distribution of Z is
q(Z|U,λ) ∝
K∏
k=1
δ(Ck + β)
δ(β)
D∏
i=1
δ(Ci +α)
δ(α)
∏
(i,j)∈I
ψ1(yij |λ,Z)
where ψ1(yij |λ,Z) = exp(κijωij− λijω
2
ij
2 ). By canceling
common factors, we can derive the local conditional
of one variable zin given others Z¬ as:
q(zkin = 1|Z¬, U,λ, win = t)
∝ (C
t
k,¬n + βt)(C
k
i,¬n + αk)∑
t C
t
k,¬n +
∑V
t=1 βt
×
∏
j∈N
+
i
ψ1(yij |λ,Z¬, zkin = 1)
×
∏
j∈N
−
i
ψ1(yji|λ,Z¬, zkin = 1), (11)
where C··,¬n indicates that term n is excluded from
the corresponding document or topic; and N+i = {j :
(i, j) ∈ I} and N−i = {j : (j, i) ∈ I} denote the
neighbors of document i in the training network. For
symmetric networks, N+i = N−i , only one part is
sufficient. We can see that the first term is from the
LDA model for observed word counts and the second
term is from the link structures y.
Algorithm 1 Collapsed Gibbs Sampling Algorithm for
Generalized RTMs with Logistic Log-loss
1: Initialization: set λ = 1 and randomly draw zdn
from a uniform distribution.
2: for m = 1 to M do
3: draw the classifier from the normal distribu-
tion (10)
4: for i = 1 to D do
5: for each word n in document i do
6: draw the topic using distribution (11)
7: end for
8: end for
9: for (i, j) ∈ I do
10: draw λij from distribution (12).
11: end for
12: end for
For λ: the conditional distribution of the augmented
variables λ is a Polya-Gamma distribution
q(λij |Z, U) ∝ exp
(
−λijω
2
ij
2
)
p (λij |c, 0)
= PG (λij ; c, ωij) . (12)
The equality is achieved by using the construction
definition of the general PG(a, b) class through an
exponential tilting of the PG(a, 0) density [34]. To
draw samples from the Polya-Gamma distribution,
a naive implementation using the infinite sum-of-
Gamma representation is not efficient and it also
involves a potentially inaccurate step of truncating
the infinite sum. Here we adopt the method proposed
in [34], which draws the samples from the closely
related exponentially tilted Jacobi distribution.
With the above conditional distributions, we can
construct a Markov chain which iteratively draws
samples of η (i.e, U ) using Eq. (10), Z using Eq. (11)
and λ using Eq. (12) as shown in Alg. 1, with an initial
condition. In our experiments, we initially set λ = 1
and randomly draw Z from a uniform distribution.
In training, we run the Markov chain for M iterations
(i.e., the so called burn-in stage). Then, we draw a
sample Uˆ as the final classifier to make predictions on
testing data. As we shall see in practice, the Markov
chain converges to stable prediction performance with
a few burn-in iterations.
4.2 Sampling Algorithm for the Hinge Loss
Now, we present an “augment-and-collapse” Gibbs
sampling algorithm for the gRTMs with the hinge
loss. The algorithm represents an extension of the
recent techniques [42] to relational data analysis.
4.2.1 Formula with Data Augmentation
As we do not have a closed-form of the expected
margin loss, it is hard to deal with the expected hinge
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loss in Eq. (5). Here, we develop a collapsed Gibbs
sampling method based on a data augmentation for-
mulation of the expected margin loss to infer the
posterior distribution
q(U,Θ,Z,Φ) =
p0(U,Θ,Z,Φ)p(W|Z,Φ)ψ(y|Z, U)
φ(y,W)
,
where φ(y,W) is the normalization constant and
ψ(y|Z, U) = ∏(i,j)∈I ψ2(yij |zi, zj , U) in this case.
Specifically, we have the following data augmentation
representation of the pseudo-likelihood:
ψ2(yij |zi, zj , U)
=
∫ ∞
0
1√
2πλij
exp
{
− (λij + cζij)
2
2λij
}
dλij , (13)
where ζij = ℓ− yijωij . Eq. (13) can be derived follow-
ing [35], and it indicates that the posterior distribu-
tion q(U,Θ,Z,Φ) can be expressed as the marginal
of a higher dimensional posterior distribution that
includes the augmented variables λ:
q(U,λ,Θ,Z,Φ) =
p0(U,Θ,Z,Φ)p(W|Z,Φ)ψ(y,λ|Z, U)
φ(y,W)
,
where the unnormalized distribution of y and λ is
ψ(y,λ|Z, U) =
∏
(i,j)∈I
1√
2πλij
exp
(
− (λij + cζij)
2
2λij
)
.
4.2.2 Inference with Collapsed Gibbs Sampling
Similar as in the log-loss case, although we can sample
the complete distribution q(U,λ,Θ,Z,Φ), the mixing
rate would be slow due to the high dimensional
sample space. Thus, we reduce the sample space
and improve mixing rate by integrating out the in-
termediate Dirichlet variables (Θ,Φ) and building a
Markov chain whose equilibrium distribution is the
resulting marginal distribution q(U,λ,Z). Specifically,
the collapsed posterior distribution is
q(U,λ,Z)∝ p0(U)p(W,Z|α,β)
∏
i,j
φ(yij , λij |zi, zj , U)
= p0(U)
D∏
i=1
δ(Ci +α)
δ(α)
×
K∏
k=1
δ(Ck + β)
δ(β)
×
∏
(i,j)∈I
1√
2πλij
exp
{
− (λij + cζij)
2
2λij
}
.
Then we could get the conditional distribution using
the collapsed Gibbs sampling as following:
For U : we use the similar notations, η = vec(U)
and z¯ij = vec(z¯iz¯
⊤
j ). For the commonly used isotropic
Gaussian prior, p0(U) =
∏
k,k′ N (Uk,k′ ; 0, ν2), the pos-
terior distribution of q(U |Z,λ) or q(η|Z,λ) is still a
Gaussian distribution:
q(η|Z, λ)∝ p0(U)
∏
(i,j)∈I
exp
(
− (λij + cζij)
2
2λij
)
=N (η;µ,Σ) (14)
where Σ =
(
1
σ2
I + c2
∑
i,j
z¯ij z¯
⊤
ij
λij
)−1
and µ =
Σ
(
c
∑
i,j yij
(λij+cℓ)
λij
z¯ij
)
.
For Z: the conditional posterior distribution of Z is
q(Z|U,λ) ∝
D∏
i=1
δ(Ci +α)
δ(α)
K∏
k=1
δ(Ck + β)
δ(β)
∏
(i,j)∈I
ψ2(yij |λ,Z),
where ψ2(yij |λ,Z) = exp(− (λij+cζij)
2
2λij
). By canceling
common factors, we can derive the local conditional
of one variable zin given others Z¬ as:
q(zkin = 1|Z¬, U,λ, win = t)
∝ (C
t
k,¬n + βt)(C
k
i,¬n + αk)∑
t C
t
k,¬n +
∑V
t=1 βt
×
∏
j∈N
+
i
ψ2(yij |λ,Z¬, zkin = 1)
×
∏
j∈N
−
i
ψ2(yji|λ,Z¬, zkin = 1). (15)
Again, we can see that the first term is from the LDA
model for observed word counts and the second term
is from the link structures y.
For λ: due to the independence structure among
the augmented variables when Z and U are given,
we can derive the conditional posterior distribution
of each augmented variable λij as:
q(λij |Z, U)∝ 1√
2πλij
exp
(
− (λij + cζij)
2
2λij
)
=GIG
(
λij ;
1
2
, 1, c2ζ2ij
)
(16)
where GIG(x; p, a, b) = C(p, a, b)xp−1 exp(− 12 ( bx + ax))
is a generalized inverse Gaussian distribution [12]
and C(p, a, b) is a normalization constant. Therefore,
we can derive that λ−1ij follows an inverse Gaussian
distribution
p(λ−1ij |Z, U) = IG
(
λ−1ij ;
1
c|ζij | , 1
)
,
where IG(x; a, b) =
√
b
2πx3 exp(− b(x−a)
2
2a2x ) for a, b > 0.
With the above conditional distributions, we can
construct a Markov chain which iteratively draws
samples of the weights η (i.e., U ) using Eq. (14), the
topic assignments Z using Eq. (15) and the augmented
variables λ using Eq. (16), with an initial condition
which is the same as in the case of the logistic log-
loss. To sample from an inverse Gaussian distribution,
we apply the efficient transformation method with
multiple roots [30].
Remark 5: We note that the Gibbs sampling algo-
rithms for both the hinge loss and logistic loss have
a similar structure. But they have different distribu-
tions for the augmented variables. As we shall see
in experiments, drawing samples from the different
distributions for λ will have different efficiency.
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4.3 Prediction
Since gRTMs account for both text contents and net-
work structures, we can make predictions for each of
them conditioned on the other [8]. For link prediction,
given a test document w, we need to infer its topic
assignments z in order to apply the classifier (3). This
can be done with a collapsed Gibbs sampling method,
where the conditional distribution is
p(zkn = 1|z¬n) ∝ φˆkwn(Ck¬n + αk);
Ck¬n is the times that the terms in this document w are
assigned to topic k with the n-th term excluded; and
Φˆ is a point estimate of the topics, with φˆkt ∝ Ctk+βt.
To initialize, we randomly set each word to a topic,
and then run the Gibbs sampler until some stopping
criterion is met, e.g., the relative change of likelihood
is less than a threshold (e.g., 1e-4 in our experiments).
For word prediction, we need to infer the distribu-
tion
p(wn|y,D, Φˆ, Uˆ) =
∑
k
φˆkwnp(z
k
n = 1|y,D, Uˆ).
This can be done by drawing a few samples of zn
and compute the empirical mean of φˆkwn using the
sampled zn. The number of samples is determined by
running a Gibbs sampler until some stopping criterion
is met, e.g., the relative change of likelihood is less
than 1e-4 in our experiments.
5 EXPERIMENTS
Now, we present both quantitative and qualitative
results on several real network datasets to demon-
strate the efficacy of the generalized discriminative
relational topic models. We also present extensive sen-
sitivity analysis with respect to various parameters.
5.1 Data sets and Setups
We present experiments on three public datasets of
document networks3:
1) The Cora data [29] consists of abstracts of 2,708
computer science research papers, with links be-
tween documents that cite each other. In total,
the Cora citation network has 5,429 positive links,
and the dictionary consists of 1,433 words.
2) The WebKB data [10] contains 877 webpages from
the computer science departments of different
universities, with links between webpages that
are hyper-linked. In total, the WebKB network has
1,608 positive links and the dictionary has 1,703
words.
3) The Citeseer data [37] consists of 3,312 scientific
publications with 4,732 positive links, and the
dictionary contains 3,703 unique words.
Since many baseline methods have been outper-
formed by RTMs on the same datasets [8], we focus
3. http://www.cs.umd.edu/projects/linqs/projects/lbc/index.html
on evaluating the effects of the various extensions
in the discriminative gRTMs with log-loss (denoted
by Gibbs-gRTM) and hinge loss (denoted by Gibbs-
gMMRTM) by comparing with various special cases:
1) Var-RTM: the standard RTMs (i.e., c = 1) with a
diagonal logistic likelihood and a variational EM
algorithm with mean-field assumptions [8];
2) Gibbs-RTM: the Gibbs-RTM model with a diag-
onal weight matrix and a Gibbs sampling algo-
rithm for the logistic link likelihood;
3) Gibbs-gRTM: the Gibbs-gRTM model with a full
weight matrix and a Gibbs sampling algorithm
for the logistic link likelihood;
4) Approx-gRTM: the Gibbs-gRTM model with fast
approximation on sampling Z, by computing the
link likelihood term in Eq. (10) for once and
caching it for sampling all the word topics in each
document;
5) Gibbs-MMRTM: the Gibbs-MMRTMmodel with
a diagonal weight matrix and a Gibbs sampling
algorithm for the hinge loss;
6) Gibbs-gMMRTM: the Gibbs-gMMRTM model
with a full weight matrix and a Gibbs sampling
algorithm for the hinge loss;
7) Approx-gMMRTM: the Gibbs-gMMRTM model
with fast approximation on sampling Z, which is
similar to Approx-gRTM.
For Var-RTM, we follow the setup [8] and use
positive links only as training data; to deal with
the one-class problem, a regularization penalty was
used, which in effect injects some number of pseudo-
observations (each with a fixed uniform topic distribu-
tion). For the other proposed models, including Gibbs-
gRTM, Gibbs-RTM, Approx-gRTM, Gibbs-gMMRTM,
Gibbs-MMRTM, and Approx-gMMRTM, we instead
draw some unobserved links as negative examples.
Though subsampling normally results in imbalanced
datasets, the regularization parameter c in our dis-
criminative gRTMs can effectively address it, as we
shall see. Here, we fix c at 1 for negative examples,
while we tune it for positive examples. All the training
and testing time are fairly calculated on a desktop
computer with four 3.10GHz processors and 4G RAM.
5.2 Quantitative Results
We first report the overall results of link rank, word rank
and AUC (area under the ROC curve) to measure the
prediction performance, following the setups in [8].
Link rank is defined as the average rank of the ob-
served links from the held-out test documents to the
training documents, and word rank is defined as the
average rank of the words in testing documents given
their links to the training documents. Therefore, lower
link rank and word rank are better, and higher AUC
value is better. The test documents are completely
new that are not observed during training. In the
training phase all the words along with their links
of the test documents are removed.
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Fig. 1. Results of various models with different numbers of topics on the Cora citation dataset.
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Fig. 2. Results of various models with different numbers of topics on the WebKB dataset.
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Fig. 3. Results of various models with different numbers of topics on the Citeseer dataset.
5.2.1 Results with the Log-loss
Fig. 1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the 5-fold average
results and standard deviations of various models on
all the three datasets with varying numbers of topic.
For the RTM models using collapsed Gibbs sampling,
we randomly draw 1% of the unobserved links as
negative training examples, which lead to imbalanced
training sets. We can see that the generalized Gibbs-
gRTM can effectively deal with the imbalance and
achieve significantly better results on link rank and
AUC scores than all other competitors. For word rank,
all the RTM models using Gibbs sampling perform
better than the RTMs using variational EM methods
when the number of topics is larger than 5.
The outstanding performance of Gibbs-gRTM is due
to many possible factors. For example, the superior
performance of Gibbs-gRTM over the diagonal Gibbs-
RTM demonstrates that it is important to consider all
pairwise topic interactions to fit real network data;
and the superior performance of Gibbs-RTM over Var-
RTM shows the benefits of using the regularization
parameter c in the regularized Bayesian framework
TABLE 3
Split of training time on Cora dataset.
Sample Z Sample λ Sample U
K=10 331.2 (73.55%) 55.3 (12.29%) 67.8 (14.16%)
K=15 746.8 (76.54%) 55.0 (5.64%) 173.9 (17.82%)
K=20 1300.3 (74.16%) 55.4 (3.16%) 397.7 (22.68%)
and a collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithm without
restricting mean-field assumptions4.
To single out the influence of the proposed Gibbs
sampling algorithm, we also present the results of
Var-RTM and Gibbs-RTM with c = 1, both of which
randomly sample 0.2% unobserved links5 as negative
examples on the Cora dataset. We can see that by
using Gibbs sampling without restricting mean-field
4. Gibbs-RTM doesn’t outperform Var-RTM on Citeseer because
they use different strategies of drawing negative samples. If we use
the same strategy (e.g., randomly drawing 1% negative samples),
Gibbs-RTM significantly outperforms Var-RTM.
5. Var-RTM performs much worse if using 1% negative links,
while Gibbs-RTM could obtain similar performance (see Fig. 13)
due to its effectiveness in dealing with imbalance.
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Fig. 4. Results of various models with different numbers of topics on the Cora dataset.
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Fig. 5. Results of various models with different numbers of topics on the Citeseer dataset.
assumptions, Gibbs-RTM (neg 0.2%) outperforms Var-
RTM (neg 0.2%) that makes mean-field assumptions
when the number of topics is larger than 10. We
defer more careful analysis of other factors in the next
section, including c and the subsampling ratio.
We also note that the cost we pay for the outstand-
ing performance of Gibbs-gRTM is on training time,
which is much longer than that of Var-RTM because
Gibbs-gRTM has K2 latent features in the logistic
likelihood and more training link pairs, while Var-
RTM has K latent features and only uses the sparse
positive links as training examples. Fortunately, we
can apply a simple approximate method in sampling
Z as in Approx-gRTM to significantly improve the
training efficiency, while the prediction performance
is not sacrificed much. In fact, Approx-gRTM is still
significantly better than Var-RTM in all cases, and
it has comparable link prediction performance with
Gibbs-gRTM on the WebKB dataset, when K is large.
Table 3 further shows the training time spent on each
sub-step of the Gibbs sampling algorithm of Gibbs-
gRTM. We can see that the step of sampling Z takes
most of the time (> 70%); and the steps of sampling
Z and η take more time as K increases, while the step
of sampling λ takes almost a constant time when K
changes.
5.2.2 Results with the Hinge Loss
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the 5-fold average results
with standard deviations of the discriminative RTMs
with hinge loss, comparing with the RTMs with log-
loss on Cora and Citeseer datasets6. We can see that
6. The result on WebKB dataset is similar, but omitted for saving
space. Please refer to Fig. 15 in Appendix.
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Fig. 6. Time complexity of drawing λ and η on the
Citeseer dataset.
the discriminative RTM models with hinge loss (i.e.,
Gibbs-gMMRTM and Gibbs-MMRTM) obtain com-
parable predictive results (e.g., link rank and AUC
scores) with the RTMs using log-loss (i.e., Gibbs-
gRTM and Gibbs-RTM). And owing to the use of a
full weight matrix, Gibbs-gMMRTM obtains superior
performance over the diagonal Gibbs-MMRTM. These
results verify the fact that the max-margin RTMs
can be used as a competing alternative approach for
statistical network link prediction. For word rank,
all the RTM models using Gibbs sampling perform
similarly.
As shown in Fig. 6, one superiority of the max
margin Gibbs-gMMRTM is that the time cost of draw-
ing λ is cheaper than that in Gibbs-gRTM with log-
loss. Specifically, the time of drawing λ in Gibbs-
gRTM is about 10 times longer than Gibbs-gMMRTM
(Fig. 6(a)). This is because sampling from a Polya-
gamma distribution in Gibbs-gRTM needs a few steps
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Fig. 8. Performance of Gibbs-gRTM with different c
values on the Cora dataset.
of iteration for convergence, which takes more time
than the constant time sampler of an inverse Gaussian
distribution [30] in Gibbs-gMMRTM. We also observe
that the time costs for drawing η (Fig. 6(b)) in Gibbs-
gRTM and Gibbs-gMMRTM are comparable7. As most
of the time is spent on drawing Z and η, the total
training time of the RTMs with the two types of losses
are similar (gMMRTM is slightly faster on Citeseer).
Fortunately, we can also develop Approx-gMMRTM
by using a simple approximate method in sampling
Z to greatly improve the time efficiency (Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5), and the prediction performance is still very
compelling, especially on the Citeseer dataset.
5.3 Sensitivity Analysis
To provide more insights about the behaviors of our
discriminative RTMs, we present a careful analysis of
various factors.
5.3.1 Hyper-parameter c
Fig. 7 and 9 show the prediction performance of
the diagonal Gibbs-RTM and Gibbs-MMRTM with
different c values on both Cora and Citeseer datasets8,
and Fig. 8 and 10 show the results of the generalized
Gibbs-gRTM and Gibbs-gMMRTM. For Gibbs-RTM
and Gibbs-MMRTM, we can see that the link rank
decreases and AUC scores increase when c becomes
larger and the prediction performance is stable in a
7. Sampling Z also takes comparable time. Omitted for saving
space.
8. We have similar observations on the WebKB dataset, again
omitted for saving space.
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Fig. 9. Performance of Gibbs-MMRTM with different c
values on the Citeseer dataset.
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Fig. 10. Performance of Gibbs-gMMRTM with different
c values on the Citeseer dataset.
wide range (e.g., 2 ≤ √c ≤ 6). But the RTMmodel (i.e.,
c = 1) using Gibbs sampling doesn’t perform well due
to its ineffectiveness in dealing with imbalanced net-
work data. In Fig. 8 and 10, we can observe that when
2 ≤ c ≤ 10, the link rank and AUC scores of Gibbs-
gRTM achieve the local optimum, which performs
much better than the performance of Gibbs-gRTM
when c = 1. In general, we can see that both Gibbs-
gRTM and Gibbs-gMMRTM need a smaller c to get
the best performance. This is because by allowing all
pairwise topic interactions, Gibbs-gRTM and Gibbs-
gMMRTM are much more expressive than Gibbs-RTM
and Gibbs-MMRTM with a diagonal weight matrix;
and thus easier to over-fit when c gets large.
For all the proposed models, the word rank in-
creases slowly with the growth of c. This is because a
larger c value makes the model more concentrated on
fitting link structures and thus the fitness of observed
words sacrifices a bit. But if we compare with the
variational RTM (i.e., Var-RTM) as shown in Fig. 1 and
Fig. 3, the word ranks of all the four proposed RTMs
using Gibbs sampling are much lower for all the c
values we have tested. This suggests the advantages
of the collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithms.
5.3.2 Burin-In Steps
Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show the sensitivity of Gibbs-gRTM
and Gibbs-gMMRTM with respect to the number of
burn-in iterations, respectively. We can see that the
link rank and AUC scores converge fast to stable
optimum points with about 300 iterations. The train-
ing time grows almost linearly with respect to the
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Fig. 11. Performance of Gibbs-gRTM with different
burn-in steps on the Cora dataset.
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Fig. 12. Performance of Gibbs-gMMRTM with different
Burin-In steps on the Citeseer dataset.
number of burn-in iterations. We have similar obser-
vations for the diagonal Gibbs-RTM, Gibbs-MMRTM
and Approximate RTMs with fast approximation. In
the previous experiments, we have set the burn-in
steps at 400 for Cora and Citeseer, which is sufficiently
large.
5.3.3 Subsample ratio
Fig. 13 shows the influence of the subsample ratio on
the performance of Gibbs-gRTM on the Cora data. In
total, less than 0.1% links are positive on the Cora
networks. We can see that by introducing the reg-
ularization parameter c, Gibbs-gRTM can effectively
fit various imbalanced network data and the different
subsample ratios have a weak influence on the per-
formance of Gibbs-gRTM. Since a larger subsample
ratio leads to a bigger training set, the training time
increases as expected. We have similar observations
on Gibbs-gMMRTM and other models.
5.3.4 Dirichlet prior α
Fig. 14 shows the sensitivity of the generalized Gibbs-
gRTM model and diagonal Gibbs-RTM on the Cora
dataset with different α values. We can see that the
results are quite stable in a wide range of α (i.e.,
1 ≤ α ≤ 10) for three different topic numbers. We
have similar observations for Gibbs-gMMRTM. In the
previous experiments, we set α = 5 for both Gibbs-
gRTM and Gibbs-gMMRTM.
5.4 Link Suggestion
As in [8], Gibbs-gRTM could perform the task of
suggesting links for a new document (i.e., test data)
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Fig. 13. Performance of Gibbs-gRTM with different
numbers of negative training links on the Cora dataset.
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Fig. 14. Performance of Gibbs-gRTM (c = 1) with
different α values on the Cora dataset.
based on its text contents. Table 4 shows the ex-
ample suggested citations for two query documents:
1) “Competitive environments evolve better solutions
for complex tasks” and 2) “Planning by Incremental
Dynamic Programming” in Cora data using Gibbs-
gRTM and Var-RTM. The query documents are not
observed during training, and suggestion results are
ranked by the values of link prediction likelihood
between the training documents and the given query.
We can see that Gibbs-gRTM outperforms Var-RTM
in terms of identifying more ground-truth links. For
query 1, Gibbs-gRTM finds 4 truly linked documents
(5 in total) in the top-8 suggested results, while Var-
RTM finds 3. For query 2, Gibbs-gRTM finds 2 while
Var-RTM does not find any. In general, Gibbs-gRTM
outperforms Var-RTM on the link suggestion task
across the whole corpus. We also observe that the
suggested documents which are not truly linked to
the query document are also very related to it seman-
tically.
6 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
We have presented discriminative relational topic
models (gRTMs and gMMRTMs) which consider all
pairwise topic interactions and are suitable for asym-
metric networks. We perform regularized Bayesian in-
ference that introduces a regularization parameter to
control the imbalance issue in common real networks
and gives a freedom to incorporate two popular loss
functions (i.e., logistic log-loss and hinge loss). We
also presented a simple “augment-and-collapse” sam-
pling algorithm for the proposed discriminative RTMs
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TABLE 4
Top 8 link predictions made by Gibbs-gRTM and Var-RTM on the Cora dataset. (Papers with titles in bold have
ground-truth links with the query document.)
Query: Competitive environments evolve better solutions for complex tasks
Coevolving High Level Representations
G
ib
b
s-g
R
T
M
Strongly typed genetic programming in evolving cooperation strategies
Genetic Algorithms in Search, Optimization and Machine Learning
Improving tactical plans with genetic algorithms
Some studies in machine learning using the game of Checkers
Issues in evolutionary robotics: From Animals to Animats
Strongly Typed Genetic Programming
Evaluating and improving steady state evolutionary algorithms on constraint satisfaction problems
Coevolving High Level Representations
V
ar-R
T
M
A survey of Evolutionary Strategies
Genetic Algorithms in Search, Optimization and Machine Learning
Strongly typed genetic programming in evolving cooperation strategies
Solving combinatorial problems using evolutionary algorithms
A promising genetic algorithm approach to job-shop scheduling, rescheduling, and open-shop scheduling problems
Evolutionary Module Acquisition
An Empirical Investigation of Multi-Parent Recombination Operators in Evolution Strategies
Query: Planning by Incremental Dynamic Programming
Learning to predict by the methods of temporal differences
G
ib
b
s-g
R
T
M
Neuronlike adaptive elements that can solve difficult learning control problems
Learning to Act using Real- Time Dynamic Programming
A new learning algorithm for blind signal separation
Planning with closed-loop macro actions
Some studies in machine learning using the game of Checkers
Transfer of Learning by Composing Solutions of Elemental Sequential Tasks
Introduction to the Theory of Neural Computation
Causation, action, and counterfactuals
V
ar-R
T
M
Learning Policies for Partially Observable Environments
Asynchronous modified policy iteration with single-sided updates
Hidden Markov models in computational biology: Applications to protein modeling
Exploiting structure in policy construction
Planning and acting in partially observable stochastic domains
A qualitative Markov assumption and its implications for belief change
Dynamic Programming and Markov Processes
without restricting assumptions on the posterior dis-
tribution. Experiments on real network data demon-
strate significant improvements on prediction tasks.
The time efficiency can be significantly improved with
a simple approximation method.
For future work, we are interested in making the
sampling algorithm scalable to large networks by
using distributed architectures [38] or doing online
inference [22]. Moreover, developing nonparametric
RTMs to avoid model selection problems (i.e., au-
tomatically resolve the number of latent topics in
RTMs) is an interesting direction. Finally, our current
focus in on static networks, and it is interesting to
extend the models to deal with dynamic networks,
where incorporating time varying dependencies is a
challenging problem to address.
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APPENDIX
In this section, we present additional experimental
results.
A.1 Prediction Performance on WebKB Dataset
Fig. 15 shows the 5-fold average results with stan-
dard deviations of the discriminative RTMs (with
both the log-loss and hinge loss) on the WebKB
dataset. We have similar observations as shown in
Section 5.2.2 on the other two datasets. Discriminative
RTMs with the hinge loss (i.e., Gibbs-gMMRTM and
Gibbs-MMRTM) obtain comparable predictive results
with the RTMs using the log-loss (i.e., Gibbs-gRTM
and Gibbs-RTM). And generalized gRTMs achieve
superior performance over the diagonal RTMs, espe-
cially when the topic numbers are less than 25. We
also develop Approx-gMMRTM and Approx-gRTM
by using a simple approximation method in sampling
Z (see Section 5.1) to greatly improve the time ef-
ficiency without sacrificing much prediction perfor-
mance.
A.2 Topic Discovery
Table. 5 shows 7 example topics discovered by the
10-topic Gibbs-gRTM on the Cora dataset. For each
topic, we show the 6 top-ranked document titles that
yield higher values of Θ. In order to qualitatively
illustrate the semantic meaning of each topic among
the documents from 7 categories9, in the left part
of Table 5, we show the average probability of each
category distributed on the particular topic. Note that
category labels are not considered in all the models
in this paper, we use it here just to visualize the
discovered semantic meanings of the proposed Gibbs-
gRTM. We can observe that most of the discovered
topics are representative for documents from one or
several categories. For example, topics T1 and T2 tend
to represent documents about “Genetic Algorithms”
and “Rule Learning”, respectively. Similarly, topics T3
and T6 are good at representing documents about
“Reinforcement Learning” and “Theory”, respectively.
9. The seven categories are Case Based, Genetic Algorithms, Neural
Networks, Probabilistic Methods, Reinforcement Learning, Rule Learning
and Theory.
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Fig. 15. Results of various models with different numbers of topics on the WebKB dataset.
TABLE 5
Example topics discovered by a 10-topic Gibbs-gRTM on the Cora dataset. For each topic, we show 6
top-ranked documents as well as the average probabilities of that topic on representing documents from 7
categories.
Topic Top-6 Document Titles
T1: Genetic Algorithms 1. Stage scheduling: A tech. to reduce the register requirements of a modulo schedule.
0
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
Pro
bab
ility
Case Based
Genetic Algorithms
Neural Networks
Probabilistic Methods
Reinforcement Learning
Rule Learning
Theory
2. Optimum modulo schedules for minimum register requirements.
3. Duplication of coding segments in genetic programming.
4. Genetic programming and redundancy.
5. A cooperative coevolutionary approach to function optimization.
6. Evolving graphs and networks with edge encoding: Preliminary report.
T2: Rule Learning 1. Inductive Constraint Logic.
0
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
Pro
bab
ility
2. The difficulties of learning logic programs with cut.
3. Learning se-mantic grammars with constructive inductive logic programming.
4. Learning Singly Recursive Relations from Small Datasets.
5. Least generalizations and greatest specializations of sets of clauses.
6. Learning logical definitions from relations.
T3: reinforcement learning 1. Integ. Architect. for Learning, Planning & Reacting by Approx. Dynamic Program.
0
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.35
Prob
abili
ty
2. Multiagent reinforcement learning: Theoretical framework and an algorithm.
3. Learning to Act using Real- Time Dynamic Programming.
4. Learning to predict by the methods of temporal differences.
5. Robot shaping: Developing autonomous agents though learning.
6. Planning and acting in partially observable stochastic domains.
T6: Theory 1. Learning with Many Irrelevant Features.
0
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
Pro
ba
bili
ty
2. Learning decision lists using homogeneous rules.
3. An empirical comparison of selection measures for decision-tree induction.
4. Learning active classifiers.
5. Using Decision Trees to Improve Case-based Learning.
6. Utilizing prior concepts for learning.
T7: Neural Networks 1. Learning factorial codes by predictability minimization.
0
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
Pro
bab
ility
2. The wake-sleep algorithm for unsupervised neural networks.
3. Learning to control fast-weight memories: An alternative to recurrent nets.
4. An improvement over LBG inspired from neural networks.
5. A distributed feature map model of the lexicon.
6. Self-organizing process based on lateral inhibition and synaptic resource redistribution.
T8: Probabilistic Methods 1. Density estimation by wavelet thresholding.
0
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
Pro
bab
ility
2. On Bayesian analysis of mixtures with an unknown number of components.
3. Markov chain Monte Carlo methods based on ”slicing” the density function.
4. Markov chain Monte Carlo convergence diagnostics: A comparative review.
5. Bootstrap C-Interv. for Smooth Splines & Comparison to Bayesian C-Interv.
6. Rates of convergence of the Hastings and Metropolis algorithms.
T9: Case Based 1. Case Retrieval Nets: Basic ideas and extensions.
0
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
Pro
bab
ility
2. Case-based reasoning: Foundat. issues, methodological variat., & sys. approaches.
3. Adapter: an integrated diagnostic system combining case-based and abduct. reasoning.
4. An event-based abductive model of update.
5. Applying Case Retrieval Nets to diagnostic tasks in technical domains.
6. Introspective Reasoning using Meta-Explanations for Multistrategy Learning.
